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ABSTRACT

This paper presents an empirical study for human behavior analysis based on three distinct feature extraction techniques: Histograms of Oriented Gradients (HOG), Local Binary Pattern (LBP) and Scale Invariant Local Ternary Pattern (SILTP). The utilised public videos representing spatio-temporal problem area of investigation include INRIA person detection and Weizmann pedestrian activity datasets. For INRIA dataset, both LBP and HOG were able to eliminate redundant video data and show human-intelligible feature visualisation of extracted features required for classification tasks. However, for Weizmann dataset only HOG feature extraction was found to work well with classifying five selected activities/exercises (walking, running, skipping, jumping and jacking).
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INTRODUCTION

Rapid increase of surveillance cameras capturing human activities, processing of events of interest in a scene is still considered as an on-going challenge. In general, for loosely defend ‘intelligent’ surveillance, a video acquired from networked cameras should be processed in such way that it could provide meaningful information that we could use and further process if needed.

As an active research area in intelligent surveillance, event recognition mining and reasoning can improve the accessibility and reusability for a large number of media collections (Maryam & Reza, 2012). Event recognition, which has a wide range of applications, can also be utilized to identify particular events as a function to find out abnormal human behaviours (Chen & Zhang, 2006). Event in our real world can be defined as occurrence happened in a determinable space and time (Popoola & Wang, 2012).

To reduce human labour involved in visual detection and events/activities recognition from video streams and to label a surveillance system as ‘intelligent’ at present time, it is necessary to achieve a degree of automation in information processing from videos. To achieve these objectives, we aim to design computer infrastructures for monitoring our environments in 24 hours per day, seven days one week.
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Despite growing number of surveillance videos from various sources (analogue and digital) that have been analysed for decades, object, event, activity detection and recognition have been well investigated, this problem still remains. In recent years, there is also growing attention in our research community for data processing from the surveillance with focus on how to detect and recognize objects with spatio-temporal relationships (Krumm, et al., 2000) (Siebel & Maybank, 2002). The importance for this research is at semantic understanding of human behaviour. Automated human behaviour recognition plays a pivotal role in storing video streams into a database for further analysis. In literature, there are two categories of automated event analysis, namely spatio-temporal models and parametric models (Rui & Anandan, 2000) (Cutler & Davis, 2000).

In this paper, we assert that in surveillance systems there is no single best approach. In addition, the process of Feature Extraction (FE) as video data reduction and intermediate visualization of data processing stages may provide additional insight into specific surveillance problem or broader context that may inform further advancements in this field.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 includes background and related work of person and event detection in surveillance, ANN and feature selection techniques; Section 3 will describe utilized datasets, application of existing feature extraction techniques with comments on perceived visualisation of intermediate data processing for classification tasks; Section 4 reports on the results achieved; and the conclusions and future work will be summarised in Section 5.

BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

In surveillance, we describe an event in six facets, namely, What, When, Who, Why, Where and How (5W1H) that could be generalized to feature any surveillance events (Westermann & Jain, 2007). Aligned with studies in video mining and video retrieval (Dai, Zhang, & Li, 2006) (Geetha & Narayanan, 2010), events are regarded to consist of these six 5W1H major components in event recognition and modelling (Xie, Sundaram, & Campbell, 2008). In computing, visual event represents an action or occurrence that could be quantified and recognised by (computing) machine. Similarly, the definition of an event in this paper is the occurrence of something at a particular time and at specific location. In order to facilitate a computer to record, index and arrange video events for users’ post-analysis, the events have a number of attributes including ID, time, location and description. According to the attributes, an event is detected and classified into different classes from the videos in surveillance. Based on categories of an event, we can group the detected events as normal and abnormal ones. For example, Figure 1 shows a normal and abnormal event. Normally, a pedestrian should walk in standing position as in Figure 1(a) or when the walker/bystander falls down as in Figure 1(b) the abnormal event should be detected, and a surveillance alarm should be generated correspondingly and automatically.

Spatial-temporal model and periodic model (Rui & Anandan, 2000) (Cutler & Davis, 2000) are proposed to detect and analyse periodic motions. Video mining is still playing a key role in development of next-generation of video search capabilities (Xie & Yan, 2009). At present, the problem that still remains for video event search is lack of effective indicators to describe the content of video data. In addition to four general phases of event mining (Valera & Velastin, 2005), it is also important to extract existing semantic patterns (Maryam & Reza, 2012).

Moreover, event recognition can be split into twofold, which encompass model-based approaches and appearance-based approaches. In the first approaches, Bayesian networks typically have been used to recognize the simple events or static postures from video frames (Intille & Bobick, 2001), meanwhile Hidden Markov Model (HMM) also has been applied to human behaviour recognition (Oliver, Rosario, & Pentland, 2000) (Tran & Davis, 2008). Appearance-based approaches are based on salient regions of local variations in both spatial and temporal dimensions (Laptev, 2005) (Niebles, Wang, & Fei-Fei, 2008). Boosting is adopted to learn for a cascade of filters for efficient visual event detection (Ke, Sukthankar, & Hebert, 2005). In addition, grammar-based and statistical-based methods
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